“HEALTH AND SAFETY IN WORKPLACES”

Mandatory courses for students of the School of Engineering and Architecture in order to take part to activities in University of Bologna Laboratories (teaching activities, internship and thesis) and to access to external internship programs.

Courses in Health and Safety in workplaces are mandatory for all students which intend to carry out activities in University of Bologna laboratories (teaching activities, internship or thesis work). Students, having their internship and thesis work in private Companies or by other Universities or Institutes and which don’t have teaching activities in UniBO Labs, MUST follow “General Training” course, BUT training on specific risks is optional. Companies, other Universities or Institutes could recognize Specific Training certification, or part of this, on the base of contents of the courses.

Law nr. 81/08 of the Italian law system regulates course organization and programs.

Complete training has three parts:

1. **General training**: 4 hours module as public lecture or in e-learning (online platform is in Italian). Course name is “Formazione Generale” or “General Training”.
2. **Training on specific risk types – Part 1**: 4 hours course as public lecture. Course name is “Formazione Specifica, parte 1” or “Specific Training, part 1”.
3. **Training on specific risk types – Part 2**: 4 hours course as public lecture. Course name is “Formazione Specifica, parte 2” or “Specific Training, part 2”.

The type of courses and the number of modules each student must attend, depend on the risk level declared for the type of activity.

On the base of teaching activities in the laboratories, all the students of the following degree programs (including old degree programs) must follow all the three parts of the training:

- **CdL 0881 ARCHITECTURE – CESENA**
- **CdL 0880 ARCHITECTURE AND BUILDING PROCESS – CESENA**
- **CdL 8769 LM AEROSPACE ENGINEERING – FORLI’**
- **CdL 8771 LM MECHANICAL ENGINEERING – FORLI’**
- **CdL 8198 LM BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING – CESENA**
- **CdL 8263 LT AEROSPACE ENGINEERING – FORLI’**
- **CdL 0949 LT MECHANICAL ENGINEERING – FORLI’**
- **CdL 0946 LT BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING – CESENA**

On the base of teaching activities in the laboratories, students of the following degree programs (including old degree programs) can follow “Generale Training” course and “Specific Training Part I” course only:

- **CdL 8770 LM ELETTRONICS AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING FOR ENERGY – CESENA**
- **CdL 8767 LT ELETTRONICS ENGINEERING FOR ENERGY AND INFORMATION – CESENA**
- **CdL 8614 LM COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING – CESENA**

Students planning internship or thesis activity in the University of Bologna Laboratories must attend the full training (all the three modules).

**IMPORTANT:**
- **General Training module** provide a no expiring certification which is recognized in private and public workplaces, in Italy.
- **Training on Specific Risks (part 1 and 2)** expires after 5 years.

**Registration instructions.**

- From the University of Bologna home page go on ONLINE SERVICES → STUDENTS ONLINE (https://studenti.unibo.it/sol/welcome.htm) and entry your personal login data (name.surname@studio.unibo.it and password).
- From your personal page click on the REGISTRATION box, choose from the list the course you are interested in and then the edition you wish to attend.